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Abstract—Increasing complexity of software documentation calls for additional requirements of document
maintenance. Documentation reuse can make a considerable contribution to solve this problem. This paper
presents a method for fuzzy repetitions search in software documentation that is based on software clone
detection. The search results are used for document refactoring. This paper also presents Documentation
Refactoring Toolkit implementing the proposed method and integrated with the DocLine project. The pro-
posed approach is evaluated on documentation packages for a number of open-source projects: Linux Kernel,
Zend Framework, Subversion, and DocBook.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Documentation is an important integral part of

modern software. There are two types of documenta-
tion: technical documentation (requirements, project
specifications, test plans and reports, API documenta-
tion, and so on [1]) and user documentation. Techni-
cal documentation helps software developers to read
and understand software products, as well as to facili-
tate their development and modification [2]. And yet,
technical documentation can be of considerable size
and complexity. Like software itself, software docu-
mentation is steadily improved in the process of soft-
ware development and maintenance. Improving qual-
ity of technical documentation is a well-known prob-
lem that has not yet been solved [3, 4].

One of the reasons for the poor quality of docu-
mentation is a large number of uncontrolled repeti-
tions. This makes document maintenance more com-
plicated, since, to keep consistency, one has to update
a number of parts of documents that contain repli-
cated data. This is often neglected due to a lack of time
and technical facilities. As a result, the number of
errors in documentation gradually increases. The situ-
ation seems to be even more difficult because of near
text duplicates: the same software features can be
described from different points of view with different
details. Moreover, software documentation contains
descriptions of similar objects (functions, interrupts,
classes, and messages); thus, the corresponding text
fragments involve both similarities and differences.
It should also be noted that uniform documentation is
a good form, where the description of similar objects
has a common structure and matches in the text parts
that describe the same data.

There are various software reuse techniques [5, 6].
The DocLine environment [9], which is a basis of the
research presented in this paper, uses Bassett and Jar-
zabek’s adaptive reuse technique [7, 8], which
is employed in the DocLine documentation
development technology. This technology supports
XML documentation refactoring (changing the XML
representation of a document, while preserving its
appearance) [10]. However, a certain problem arises
concerning automatic search for repeating text frag-
ments. In [11, 12], a software clone detection approach
based on the Clone Miner tool [13] was proposed for
finding textual repetitions. Yet, only crisp repetitions
were considered.

This work continues the investigation [9] by
addressing the problem of finding fuzzy repetitions
that are composed of crisp repetitions if corresponding
clone groups are positioned close to one another in
text. The developed algorithm is implemented as a part
of the Document Refactoring Toolkit [14] and is eval-
uated on documentation packages for some well-
known open-source projects: Linux Kernel [15], Zend
Framework [16], Subversion [17], and DocBook [18].

2. OVERVIEW
An overview of the field of technical documenta-

tion development (problems and solutions) can be
found in [19]. Below, we confine ourselves to some
works devoted to automatic analysis and processing of
documents.

In [20], an approach to automatic generation of
software resource specifications based on API docu-
mentation is proposed. This approach addresses the
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following problem: developers often misread software
documentation and, therefore, make lots of mistakes
when developing software resources, although
resource description is fully contained in the docu-
mentation and can be used as input data for automatic
generation.

In [21], an approach is proposed to finding errors
in software documentation by comparing program
code entities described in the documentation (data
types, procedures, variables, classes, etc.) with code
examples also contained in it.

In [2], it is proposed to estimate the quality of proj-
ect documentation on the basis of expert polls.

In [22, 23], some metrics for documentation qual-
ity evaluation are proposed. Authors adapted the
VizzAnalyzer tool designed for software clone detec-
tion [24] to finding repetitions in technical documen-
tation.

XML languages are widely used to develop technical
documentation. The best known XML languages are
DocBook [25] and DITA [26], which support the mod-
ular approach and allow constructing reusable text
modules. However, these languages weakly support
documentation reuse. In the DocLine technology [12],
the Bassett–Jarzabek adaptive reuse technique [7, 8]
is applied to documentation; this technology supports
reuse parameterization and planning. It should be
noted, however, that all these approaches assume that
software documentation is originally developed as a
set of reusable modules and provide no means for rep-
etitions detection.

Thus, we can draw the following conclusion. Rep-
etitions detection in technical documentation is used
only in [22, 23, 27, 28]. Yet, in [22, 23], repetitions
found are used only for determining the quality of
documentation, but not for document transformation.
In [28, 29], repetitions are used for automatic refactor-
ing of documents according to the refactoring method
described in [10]. And still, in all these works, only
crisp repetitions are considered.

3. TECHNOLOGIES IN USE
AND THE DOCLINE PROJECT

3.1. DocBook

DocBook [25] is a set of standards and tools for
technical documentation development in XML.1

DocBook separates text representation (boldface font,
italic font, alignment, etc.) from content of docu-
ments, thus implementing the idea of single source:
the same document can be represented in HTML,
PDF, etc. DocBook is easy to extend, particularly, by
introducing additional constructions and preprocess-
ing operations.

1 Strengths and weaknesses of XML documentation development
tools are discussed in [26].

3.2. DocLine
The DocLine technology [12] is designed for

developing and maintaining complex software docu-
mentation on the basis of adaptive reuse [7, 8], which
allows configuring text fragments depending on their
context. DocLine contains a model of documentation
development process and Eclipse-based software
tools, as well as supplements DocBook with the deci-
sion representation language (DRL). The DRL sup-
ports two mechanisms of adaptive reuse: configurable
information elements and Multi-view item catalogues.

Information elements. Consider an example. Sup-
pose that we have a news aggregator that downloads
news data from various news feeds. Below is a frag-
ment of its documentation (receiving news from RSS
and Atom feeds).
When module instance receives
refresh_news call, it updates its
data from RSS and Atom feeds it is
configured to listen to and pushes new
articles to the main
storage. (1)

In addition, the aggregator can receive news from
Twitter feeds.

When module instance receives
refresh_news call, it updates its
data from Twitter feeds it is sub-
scribed to and pushes new articles to
the main storage. (2)

To reuse the repeating text from (1) and (2), an
information element is created:

<infelement id="refresh_news">
When module instance receives
refresh_news call, it updates its
data from <nest id="SourceType">>
</nest> and pushes new articles to the
main storage. </infelement> (3)

The tag <nest/> denotes an extension point
(possibility of parameter substitution). When using the
information element in a certain context, the exten-
sion point can be deleted, replaced, or supplemented
with some text. Below is an example of using (3) to
form text (2):

<infelemref infelemid="refresh_
news">> <replace-nest nestid="Source-
Type">>Twitter feeds it is subscribed
to </replace-nest> </infelemref> (4)

In (4), there is a link to the information element
defined in (3) (<infelemref/>) with its extension
point being replaced by a new text fragment
(<replace-nest/>).

Multi-view item catalogues. Generally, documen-
tation of software products contains descriptions of
entities that have the same functions but represented
differently. A special case of a catalogue is a dictionary
containing descriptions of terms. Dictionaries are use-
ful for constructing glossaries and for unifying terms
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contained in documentation. In [10, 12], Multi-view
item catalogues are described in more detail.

3.3. Documentation Refactoring

Refactoring is a process of restructuring program
code to improve its internal structure without affecting
its functionality [29]. In [10], the concept of refactor-
ing was expanded for XML documentation to enable
modification of an internal XML representation while
preserving finite text representations (for example,
PDF). The following set of refactoring operations was
developed:

1. selecting common entities (particularly, to trans-
fer from plain text and DocBook to the DRL);

2. tuning key entities;
3. fine-grain reuse with the application of dictio-

naries and Multi-view item catalogues;
4. renaming various structure elements.

3.4. Software Clone Detection and Clone Miner

Software clone detection is now being intensively
developed, and a great number of clone detection tools
are presently available [30, 31]. In [11, 12], it was pro-
posed to use clone detection methods and instruments
for finding textual repetitions. The Clone Miner tool
[13] was used, which is a token-based detector of
clones with a command line interface that transforms
program code into a list of tokens. The detector is
based on suffix arrays [32]. Clone Miner allows adjust-
ing the minimum length of clones (number of tokens).
For instance, a text fragment “FM registers” consists
of two tokens. For our purposes, Clone Miner has
been upgraded to support Unicode, which allows
experimenting with texts in different languages.

4. REPETITION SEARCH PROCESS
AND DOCUMENT REFACTORING

4.1. Process Flowchart

The general f lowchart of the repetition search pro-
cess is shown in Fig. 1. First, a documentation file is
preprocessed and, then, is passed to Clone Miner; the
results are filtered, and the user can automatically
refactor any clone groups detected. The refactoring
procedure yields a reusable information element or
dictionary entry.

4.2. Preparation for Clone Detection

DocLine can work only with DRL constructions
(particularly, clone detection is carried out for infor-
mation elements). If a source file contains plain text,
then DocLine transforms it into one information ele-
ment (“transfer to DRL” operation). Thereafter, the
document can undergo further processing.

4.3. Clone Detection

Clone Miner searches through plain text, since
found repetitions may violate the XML markup.
Below is an example in which a detected clone that
includes an opening tag (but not a closing one) is ital-
icized. In the process of refactoring, the violated
markup of the clones and surrounding text is cor-
rected.

<section id="file-tree-isa-direc-
tory>>

<title>Reviving incoming calls
</title>

<para>

Once you receive an incoming call,

the phone gets CallerID information

and reads it out. But if…</para>

</section> (5)

4.4. Filtering

The technical writer makes the final decision about
which of the detected clones should be refactored. The
list of clones detected by the Clone Miner, however, is
quite large (thousands of groups of clones) and must
be filtered to get rid of junk. The filtering procedure
involves the following steps.

1. Reject clone groups containing less than five
symbols (for example, a group “is a” consists of three
symbols); generally, such clones have no independent
meaning but prove to be rather numerous.

2. Reject groups that contain only XML markup
without any text.

3. Reject groups of clones containing common lan-
guage phrases like, for example, “that is” or “there is
a.” In the process of document analysis, a dictionary
of phrases is constructed, and all clone groups are
checked whether their components are included into
this dictionary. If there is a match, then the group is
rejected.

Fig. 1. General f lowchart of the repetition search process. 
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4.5. Refactoring

The filtering procedure yields a set of clone groups.
Our final goal consists in using the clones to obtain
reusable elements. This goal can be achieved by fol-
lowing the process described below (see Fig. 2). In this
process, some operations are executed automatically,
but selection of refactoring candidates and application
of a particular refactoring operation are performed by
the user.

Detection of clone pairs. The set of clone groups

detected by Clone Miner is denoted by  Pairs of
clone groups that contain clones positioned close to

one another in the text are selected from  for
refactoring. For example, the following phrase occurs
in the text in five different variants with different port
numbers: “inet daemon can listen on … port and then
transfer the connection to appropriate handler.” This
example consists of two groups with five clones in
each: the first group contains clones “inet daemon can
listen on,” while the second group contains clones
“port and then transfer the connection to appropriate
handler.” These two groups can be combined to form
one information element with a single extension point
that can take values of different ports.

Below, we propose an algorithm for finding pairs of
clone groups, which can easily be extended to work
with n groups.

The distance between clones is a number of text
symbols between them (overlapping clones are not
considered). Hence, we can find the distance between

clone groups  and  if the following conditions
are met.

1. The groups contain the same number of clones:

2. The clones in both the groups are ranked in the
order of occurrence in a document with a serial num-
ber being assigned to each clone. Thus, a set of clone
pairs is formed (in all pairs, the first clone belongs to
the first group, and the second, to the second group).

All pairs contain no overlapping clones:  ∈
 = ∅, where  and  are the clones of

the groups  and , respectively.

SetG.

SetG

1G 2G

1 2#G #G= .

k∀

1 1 2[1 ]
k k#G g g, ∩ 1

kg 2

kg

1G 2G

3. If we have two clones from two groups, and these
clones have the same numbers, then one clone pro-
ceed to another, and this is true for any such clone
pairs:

where  and  are clones of the groups  and ,
respectively.

The distance between the groups  and  is

defined as  = , where

dist is a distance (in symbols) between the clones 

and  This definition makes it possible, upon select-
ing a clone group, to compare distances from this
group to other groups in order to select the nearest
one. In addition, we reject the pairs in which distances
between the corresponding clones of the first and sec-
ond groups vary considerably. For instance, if the dis-
tance between clones of the first pair is one symbol,
while that between clones of the second pair is
10 000 symbols, then there is almost no chance that
these groups can somehow contribute to a common
meaning. Having experimented, we came to a conclu-
sion that, for pairs of clone groups, the variance of dis-
tances between their clones should be bounded from

above at 2000:  ∈ ,

,  ≤ 2000. Thus, we eliminate the
pairs with greater variance from consideration.

The algorithm searches through all groups from

 and finds the nearest one for each of them. With
such groups found (if any), a new pair of groups is

included into the set ; henceforth, these groups
are not considered.

Analysis of pairs and individual groups. At this step,
pairs of clone groups and individual groups are
included into a list L:

From this list, the user selects desired groups to form
reusable information elements or dictionary entries
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(hereinafter, we refer to the elements of this list as

refactoring candidates or, simply, candidates). It is

important for reusable text fragments to be meaningful

(for example, be a part of a description for a function

or interrupt). Reuse that is based only on syntax and

ignores semantics is quite ineffective. But it seems

impossible to analyze meaningfulness of candidates

automatically, and this is a reason why the user is pro-

vided with a browser interface for viewing and execut-

ing refactoring operations.

The candidates in the list L are ranked in the

descending order of their lengths (in symbols). The

length of a clone is the number of its symbols, while

the length of a group is a sum of lengths of clones in

this group:  = , .

The length of a pair is found as a sum of lengths of

groups constituting this pair:  =

 +  The candidates containing

the maximum amount of text (candidates that are

most preferable for reuse) are placed at the top of the

list L.

Creation of information elements and dictionary
updating. For a selected candidate, the user can exe-

cute the following refactoring operations (see Subsec-

tion 3.3): create an information element, create a vari-

ative information element, and add a dictionary entry.

Before executing these operations, the proposed

algorithm checks whether the clones of a candidate are

overlapped with the clones that have already under-

gone refactoring. Clone Miner allows clone groups to

overlap, since it does not imply the further processing.

In our case, such overlapping leads to refactoring

errors. The clones overlapping with already used ones

are eliminated from the candidate list.

Then, the algorithm corrects XML markup of the

candidate and the corresponding document context.

As noted above, Clone Miner yields results that are

incorrect in terms of XML, while DocLine can work

only with correct DRL and DocBook documents. Our

toolkit balances the violated XML markup (opens and

closes all missing tags). Note that a full-fledged imple-

mentation of such balancing is quite a complex prob-

lem. For instance, if the tag <para> (sets a para-

graph) is unnecessarily opened and closed one more

time, then the resultant DocBook document will con-

tain two paragraphs instead of one. Handling such sit-

uations is one of the problems to be addressed in fur-

ther works.

Once the refactoring procedure for the selected

candidate is complete, coordinates of the other candi-

dates in text are recalculated according to the changes

introduced into the document. The user can also

return to the analysis of pairs and groups (candidates).

( )G Llength G∀ ∈ ( )#G length g⋅ g G∈

1 2( ( ))length Pair G G,
1( )length G 2( )length G .

5. DOCUMENTATION
REFACTORING TOOLKIT

To implement the process described above, the
documentation refactoring toolkit is proposed [14],
The toolkit is integrated with DocLine, but can be
used independently of Eclipse and DocLine, since it is
implemented in Python. The documentation refactor-
ing toolkit allows browsing candidates and original
documentation text simultaneously, as well as select-
ing candidates for refactoring.

Figure 3 shows the candidate browser. Rows of the
table “Refactoring candidates” correspond to particu-
lar candidates. The context menu allows the user to
choose a refactoring operation for a selected candidate
(create an information element or add a dictionary
entry). For an individual group, links to its clones
(under the candidate text) are highlighted with alter-
nating colors (see numbers in braces under the clone
text for the first candidate in Fig. 3); for a pair of
clones, alternating colors indicate different variants of
text in the extension point (see information about the
second candidate in Fig. 3). The section “Source text”
contains the source text of a document. When clicking
on a variant in the table, a source text fragment, which
consists of two clones with a selected text variant
between them, is highlighted. When clicking on a
clone link in the table, the corresponding clone is
highlighted in the section “Source text.” Highlighting
allows the user to see not only the selected text frag-
ment but also its context.

6. EVALUATION

To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed
approach, a series of experiments were carried out on
specially prepared tests and on DockBook documen-
tation for some open-source projects (see the list of
the projects and documents in Table 1).

We used the Goal-Question-Metric (GQM)
approach [33] with a goal to evaluate the proposed
approach and tool. The following questions corre-
spond to the goal:

• question 1: quality of clone detection;

• question 2: effectiveness of clone filtering;

• question 3: refactoring capabilities.

To answer each of these questions, a special series
of experiments were conducted.

The first series of experiments concerned the use of
Clone Miner. A small set of documents with repeti-
tions (in the number of 10) was created manually.
It was found that Clone Miner ignored the last repeat-
ing token in the clones. Upon making some improve-
ments, the proposed toolkit successfully detected all
repetitions.

The experiments to answer the second question
involved the documentation from Table 1. As a filtering
effectiveness metric, we used the number of clones fil-
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tered based on the criteria described in Subsection 4.4.
The results are shown in Table 2; note that, on the
average, filtering reduces the number of clones by
13.2%.

The number of candidates after filtering is shown in
Table 3 for the minimum clone length (a Clone Miner
parameter) of one and five tokens. For five tokens, the
number of candidates is far less. The rejected short
clones, however, can be useful for constructing clone

pairs and for completing the dictionary, as well as in
some other important cases. On this evidence, we rec-
ommend the technical writer to work with clones more
than one token long. Ranking the candidate list will
place most of short candidates at the bottom.

In the experiments to answer the third question,
the “amount of reuse” metric [34] was employed. It is
calculated as a ratio between the volume of the reus-
able text and the overall volume of the documentation:

Fig. 3. Documentation Refactoring Toolkit.

Table 1. Documents used in the experiments

Project Documentation Short form Size

Linux Kernel (open-source basis of the Linux OS) Linux Kernel Documentation [15] LKD 892 KB

Zend Framework (open-source PHP framework 

for web site and service development)

Zend PHP Framework documentation [16] Zend 2924 KB

Subversion (centralized version control system) Version Control with Subversion For Subver-

sion 1.7 [17]

SVN 1810 KB

DocBook (language and toolset for documenta-

tion development)

DocBook 4 De_nitive Guide [18] DocBook 686 KB
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where  is the number of symbols in a clone
(or in a clone pair) multiplied by the number of clones
in the corresponding group(s) (see Subsection 4.5),

while  is the length of the whole text in sym-
bols.

The size of the documents used was measured in
symbols. On the average, for all documents (see Table 1),
the amount of reuse was from 48% to 53% for the
clones more than 1 token long and from 21% to 28%
for the clones more then 5 tokens long. These results
suggest that, in the case of automatic refactoring, reuse
can affect documentation quite considerably. How-
ever, it is difficult to evaluate actual amount of reuse,
since it is reasonable to select only semantically signif-
icant repetitions. To obtain more accurate estimates,
more experiments are required.

7. CONCLUSIONS

The approach proposed in this paper can be applied
to processing software product lines documentation. It
allows selecting reusable text fragments to restructure
documentation of various software products, thus sim-
plifying its maintenance and improving its quality. In
addition, the proposed approach can be used for varia-
tion management [35, 36].

When conducting the experiments, we also came to
the conclusion that our toolkit needs more f lexible
construction of information elements and a more
user-friendly interface.

The results of our experiments show that, even after
filtering, we have to deal with a great number of “junk”
clones. Improving the accuracy of filtering is one of
the main problems to be addressed in further works.
It is also required to enhance the adaptive reuse to

∈
,

∑ ( )

( )

all candidates
c length C

length T

( )length C

( )length T

allow working with candidates having more than one
extension point.

In addition, support of semantically oriented reuse
can make it possible to combine our approach with
various software traceability techniques [37–40], as
well as to establish connections between documenta-
tion and other artifacts: program code, requirements,
models, etc. In this case, reuse can improve the quality
of these connections, while semantically oriented
reuse can increase their accuracy.

In addition to the field of software engineering, the
proposed approach can find its application in knowl-
edge management, ontology engineering [41–44], and
enterprise architecture modeling [45, 46]. In toolsets
being designed and used in these fields, models gener-
ally have an XML structure and often contain repeti-
tions, since, when constructing these models, analysts
have to work with a large amount of weakly structured
data (documents, comments to models, logical names
of entities, and so on).
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